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Abstract: Introduction: Understanding how the nuclear genome of kinetoplastid parasites is repli-
cated received experimental stimulus from sequencing of the Leishmania major, Trypanosoma brucei 
and Trypanosoma cruzi genomes around 10 years ago. Gene annotations suggested key players in 
DNA replication initiation could not be found in these organisms, despite considerable conservation 
amongst characterised eukaryotes. Initial studies that indicated trypanosomatids might possess an ar-
chaeal-like Origin Recognition Complex (ORC), composed of only a single factor termed 
ORC1/CDC6, have been supplanted by the more recent identification of an ORC in T. brucei. How-
ever, the constituent subunits of T. brucei ORC are highly diverged relative to other eukaryotic ORCs 
and the activity of the complex appears subject to novel, positive regulation. The availability of whole 
genome sequences has also allowed the deployment of genome-wide strategies to map DNA replica-
tion dynamics, to date in T. brucei and Leishmania. ORC1/CDC6 binding and function in T. brucei 
displays pronounced overlap with the unconventional organisation of gene expression in the genome. 
Moreover, mapping of sites of replication initiation suggests pronounced differences in replication dy-
namics in Leishmania relative to T. brucei.  
Conclusion: Here we discuss what implications these emerging data may have for parasite and eu-
karyotic biology of DNA replication. 

Keywords: DNA replication, Origin recognition complex (ORC), Origins of replication, Trypanosoma brucei, Leishmania, 
Kinetoplastid parasites. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Every cell cycle, the genome must be completely and 
accurately duplicated before being transmitted to daughter 
cells. Incomplete or inaccurate replication risks genome in-
stability, a hallmark of cancer [1], and it is vital that the en-
tire genome is normally strictly replicated just once during 
the S phase of the cell cycle. Hence, DNA replication is a 
complex, tightly regulated process [2-5] that has been exten-
sively studied in model eukaryotes, in bacteria and, most 
recently, in archaea [6].  
 DNA replication is initiated at origins of replication, 
which are found as a single sequence-defined site in all bac-
terial genomes. In archaea, origins are also defined by con-
served sequences, but their organisation differs from bacteria 
in that some archaeal genomes possess a few origins. The 
large genomes of eukaryotes differ yet further, in that each 
linear chromosome contains many (sometimes hundreds to 
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thousands) of potential origins of replication, which are not 
all activated in every cell cycle and are rarely defined by 
sequence elements but, instead, are associated with poorly 
defined features like chromatin structure and status [7]. De-
spite these differences, origins of replication across the three 
domains of life are recognised by initiator factors belonging 
to the AAA+ superfamily of NTPases [8]: the single DnaA 
[9] and Orc1/Cdc6 [10] factors in bacteria and archaea, re-
spectively, and the six-subunit (Orc1-Orc6) origin recogni-
tion complex (ORC) in eukaryotes [11]. Binding of these 
factors demarcates the origins of replication and leads to the 
recruitment and activation of the replicative helicase. Subse-
quently, the remaining constituents of the replication ma-
chinery are in turn recruited, thus starting, and driving, DNA 
synthesis [3]. 
 Much of the diversity of the eukaryotic domain resides in 
microbes, many of which display dramatic deviation in core 
biology from model, primarily opisthokont, organisms. Such 
diversity extends to nuclear biology, including variations in 
mitosis [12], gene expression [13], and genome organisation 
and stability [14]. Though most of our understanding of the 
machinery and execution of DNA replication in eukaryotes 
has focused on the opisthokonts, a number of recent studies 
have begun to explore nuclear replication in kinetoplastids, 
suggesting that here too there may be surprising variation 
[15, 16].  
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2. THE KINETOPLASTID ORIGIN RECOGNITION 
COMPLEX 

 Sequencing of the TriTryp genomes (Trypanosoma 
brucei, Leishmania major and Trypanosoma cruzi) [17-19] 
in 2005 provided a spur for the field of kinetoplastid biology 
[20], including nuclear DNA replication. Prior to genome 
sequencing, attempts to examine replication dynamics could 
not consider the whole genome (see below) and little work 
had examined the replication machinery. Surprisingly, se-
quence similarity searches were unable to identify various 
core DNA replication proteins, in particular those involved 
in the initiation steps of the process: while orthologues of 
most factors involved in replication fork assembly and DNA 
synthesis were readily identified, only one ORC-related fac-
tor (a putative orthologue of Orc1) could be found [19] (Fig. 
1A and 1B). Like in other eukaryotes, this putative Orc1 
subunit also shared homology with Cdc6 (an essential factor 
that interacts with ORC to allow loading of the replicative 
helicase onto origins of replication) [11]. The lack of identi-
fiable orthologues of the other ORC subunits, Cdc6, and a 
further helicase loader (Cdt1), suggested that initiation of 
DNA replication in these parasites might be mechanistically 
more similar to archaeal organisms than model eukaryotes 
[19]. In line with this hypothesis, and supported by experi-
mental evidence, Orc1 in T. cruzi and T. brucei was re-
named ORC1/CDC6 [21] (Fig. 1A), reflecting the combined 
ORC and Cdc6 functions that reside in the single protein that 
binds each origin in archaea, while other studies analysed 
Orc1 in various Leishmania species [22, 23]. A 2011 study 
[24], however, questioned whether the kinetoplastid initiator 
is just a single protein. While focusing on the functional 
analysis of components of the replicative helicase in T. 
brucei - the heterohexameric minichromosome maintenance 
complex (MCM2-7), GINS complex and CDC45 - the 
authors identified a second, highly divergent orthologue of 
Orc1 [24] (Fig. 1A and 1B). Labelled as TbORC1B, this 
putative initiator was shown to interact with TbORC1/CDC6 
and TbMCM3, but its role in DNA replication was not ex-
plored. Nonetheless, further evidence that T. brucei might 
not have a single protein initiator factor, but an ORC-like 
complex, was provided by a study the following year, in 
which three more TbORC1/CDC6-interacting factors were 
identified [25] (Fig. 1A and 1B): a highly divergent Orc4-
like subunit (TbORC4), and two apparently kinetoplastid-
specific factors, Tb7980 and Tb3120, with very limited ho-
mology with Orc proteins.  
 More recent experiments, thus far limited to T. brucei, 
provide strong evidence of an ORC-like complex. RNA in-
terference (RNAi) shows that loss of TbORC1/CDC6, 
TbORC1B, TbORC4 or Tb3120 impedes DNA replication 
[21, 25-27] and leads to similar growth and cell cycle defects 
[27]. Though loss of Tb7980 also results in the same prolif-
eration defects [25], clear evidence of a role in DNA replica-
tion remains to be assessed. TbORC1/CDC6 depletion addi-
tionally leads to the expression of silent Variant Surface Pro-
teins (VSGs) in bloodstream form cells [26] and in procyclic 
cells [28], suggesting that, similar to other eukaryotic Orc1 
subunits, and despite lacking a bromo adjacent homology 
(BAH) domain (Fig. 1B), TbORC1/CDC6 has a role in gene 
silencing. However, whether these activities are executed 
within the putative ORC is unknown. TbORC1/CDC6-

binding sites have also been mapped genome-wide [28]. 
Within the core of the chromosomes TbORC1/CDC6 binds 
mainly at the boundaries of the multi-gene transcription 
units, where it overlaps with mapped origins of replication 
(see below for full explanation), supporting a role in replica-
tion initiation. In addition, ~60% of TbORC1/CDC6 binding 
sites locate to the chromosomes’ subtelomeric regions [28]. 
Whether this dense binding in the subtelomeres is function-
ally related to binding directly to the telomeres [26], and 
whether this is related to TbORC1/CDC6’s silencing func-
tion(s), is not clear. Finally, gel filtration analysis suggests 
TbORC1/CDC6 and TbORC4 are present, most likely to-
gether, in a high molecular complex (~1011 to 530 kDa) that 
also seems to include the helicase subunit TbMCM3 [27]. As 
TbMCM3 has been shown to interact with TbORC1/CDC6 
and TbORC1B [24], and its orthologue in yeast mediates the 
recruitment of the MCM2-7 helicase to the DNA-bound 
ORC [29], the accumulation of data indicate the presence of 
an ORC in T. brucei, albeit one that defied simple sequence-
based identification. As each putative ORC component is 
syntenically conserved in T. cruzi and Leishmania, there is a 
strong likelihood that the diverged composition of T. brucei 
ORC is a feature of all kinetoplastids. What is less clear is 
why kinetoplastid ORC might be diverged, and whether this 
extends to changes in function or regulation. 
 Most of our knowledge of the processes and molecular 
machineries involved in the eukaryotic cell cycle has been 
inferred from studies in a limited group of model organisms, 
including Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe, Drosophila melanogaster, Xenopus laevis, mouse 
and human, and extrapolated across the eukaryotic tree. 
However, because these organisms belong to a single super-
group of the eukaryotic domain, termed the Opisthokonta, it 
is less clear how well details are conserved in the five other 
eukaryotic supergroups, and thus, the extent of diversity in 
replication processes and molecular machineries across the 
eukaryotic domain is poorly explored [30, 31]. From studies 
in model eukaryotes, Orc1-5 each appear to be structurally 
similar, with each subunit containing a central or N-terminal 
AAA+ ATPase domain and at least one C-terminal winged-
helix (WH) DNA-binding domain [6, 11] (Fig. 1B, insert 
box). Within the AAA+ ATPase domain, conserved Walker 
A and B motifs (fundamental components of the ATP-
binding site and essential for ATPase activity) and a signa-
ture arginine finger (involved in ATP hydrolysis of the adja-
cent AAA+ ATPase subunit in the protein complex) are 
needed to modulate ORC activity [32, 33]. In contrast, Orc6 
appears to have evolved independently and does not possess 
any of these Orc-characteristic domains [11]. Recently, the 
ever-growing availability of sequenced genomes from a wide 
range of organisms, spanning all eukaryotic supergroups, has 
allowed sequence-based analysis of ORC-orthologues across 
the eukaryotic domain [30]. Reflecting the putative kineto-
plastid ORC composition, not all six subunits of ORC were 
found across the analysed genomes, suggesting there is vari-
ability in the composition of ORC between eukaryotes. 
However, whether this reflects the existence of simpler 
ORCs, high divergence at the protein sequence level, less 
functional conservation of some ORC subunits, or the exis-
tence unrelated factors performing the role of Orc-subunits 
in certain organisms is unknown, and requires experimental 
investigation. 
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 Recently, the structure of D. melanogaster ORC was 
solved [34]. Prior to this elegant study, only archaeal 
ORC1/CDC6 protein structures, and a fragment of the hu-
man Orc6 subunit [35], were solved and available on the 
RCSB Protein Data Bank. This meant that protein structure 
modelling software could only model eukaryotic ORC 
subunits structure based on the archaeal ORC1/CDC6 struc-
tures. While this had the potential to model Orc4 and Orc5 
sequences, as these subunits possess a conserved AAA+ 
ATPase domain [6, 11], modelling of Orc2 and Orc3 was 
particularly problematic, as these subunits have highly di-
vergent AAA+ folds containing non-canonical Walker A and 
B motifs that are, however, conserved amongst different or-
ganisms’ Orc2 and Orc3 subunits [36, 37]. Because Orc6 is 
the least conserved of the Orc subunits in both sequence and 
function [35, 38-40], it was unlikely that other organisms’ 
Orc6 subunits could be modelled based on the available hu-
man structure. The availability of structures of all D. mela-
nogaster ORC subunits [34], and very recently, of the human 
counterparts [41], has therefore opened the door for the 
modelling of Orc2-Orc5 related sequences. From this ap-
proach T. brucei Tb7980 and Tb3120 emerge with potential 
structural similarity to D. melanogaster Orc5 and Orc2 
subunits, respectively [27]. Nevertheless, whether these act 
as functional TbORC5 and TbORC2 orthologues is un-

known, and requires further study. Very recently, we have 
further identified another TbORC1/CDC6-interacting factor, 
which is a hypothetical zinc-finger protein [42, 43] that ap-
pears to possess feeble homology with D. melanogaster 
Orc3 (unpublished). Again, however, functional analysis is 
needed to verify such potential orthology. Such functional 
studies may be of value, since little work has explored if 
individual ORC subunits provide conserved, discrete func-
tions across eukaryotes. To our knowledge, there is currently 
no hint for the presence of an Orc6 subunit in kinetoplastids. 
Nonetheless, if the conformation of kinetoplastid ORC fol-
lows that of D. melanogaster, where the subunits are ar-
ranged in a Orc1-Orc4-Orc5-Orc3-Orc2 ring, with Orc6 in-
teracting with Orc3 [34], then the greater conservation of 
Orc1 and Orc4 would suggest these components represent a 
functionally constrained ‘core’, with greater functional flexi-
bility amongst the other subunits, an arrangement consistent 
with eukaryote-wide ORC sequence comparisons [30].  
 Structural analysis is needed to test the above prediction 
of kinetoplastid ORC architecture, but sequence and experi-
mental analyses provide further clues about subunit activity. 
Reflecting its early identification [19], ORC1/CDC6 is the 
subunit showing the greatest conservation with other eu-
karyotic Orc proteins. Analyses of L. major, T. brucei and T. 

 
Fig. (1). The Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) of T. brucei. A) Evolution of our understanding of the origin-binding machinery of T. 
brucei in the last ten years, from a single factor like in archaea, to a highly divergent ORC-like complex resembling the system in model 
eukaryotes. B) Schematic representation of T. brucei ORC-like complex subunits and identified domains. 
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cruzi ORC1/CDC6 protein sequences [21, 22] were able to 
identify a putative N-terminal AAA+ ATPase domain, with 
clearly identifiable Walker A, Walker B and arginine finger 
motifs, as well as a putative WH domain at the C-terminus 
[21, 22] (Fig. 1B). Functionality of these domains has been 
confirmed in T. brucei and T. cruzi ORC1/CDC6 proteins 
[21], while a Nuclear Localisation Signal (NLS) at the N-
terminus has been experimentally confirmed in the L. dono-
vani counterpart [23]. Nonetheless, despite their sequence 
homology with Orc1 subunits, the kinetoplastid ORC1/ 
CDC6 proteins are atypical, as none possesses an identifiable 
BAH domain at their N-terminus [21, 22], a feature thought 
to be universal across Orc1 subunits and shown to be in-
volved in origin recognition and transcriptional silencing 
[44-49]. Despite being larger than TbORC1/CDC6, 
TbORC1B (and its L. major and T. cruzi counterparts) also 
lacks a BAH domain [24]. An N-terminal AAA+ ATPase 
domain is seen in TbORC1B, with conserved but widely 
spaced Walker A and B motifs [24] (Fig. 1B), but no argin-
ine finger signature is found [24]. Whether this explains ex-
perimental data suggesting TbORC1B is devoid of ATPase 
activity [24] is unclear. Finally, sequence alignments with 
various eukaryotic Orc1 and Cdc6 proteins allows a weak 
prediction of a WH domain at the C-terminus of TbORC1B 
[43], but whether it binds to DNA has not been examined. 
Taken together, it remains unclear if TbORC1/CDC6 and 
TbORC1B are orthologues of Orc1 and Cdc6 and, since 
functional data suggest TbORC1B is highly unorthodox (see 
below), it remains premature to assign such orthology. 
TbORC4 also seems to possess an AAA+ ATPase domain; 
although this includes an Orc4 conserved arginine finger 
motif, both Walker A and B motifs appear degenerate [25] 
(Fig. 1B), suggesting that TbORC4 is, most likely, devoid of 
ATPase activity. Nevertheless, Orc4 subunits in other eu-
karyotes do not possess ATPase activity themselves, but 
their conserved arginine finger appears to be necessary for 
Orc1 ATP hydrolysis, by supplying the arginine finger to 
Orc1’s ATP-binding site [34, 50-52]. Analogously, it is thus 
possible that TbORC4 might stimulate TbORC1/CDC6 AT-
Pase activity. It has not been possible to assess whether 
TbORC4 possesses a WH domain [25], and its binding to 
DNA has not been tested, though S. pombe Orc4 clearly pro-
vides such a function through AT-hook motifs [53]. Se-
quence analysis of Tb7980 suggests the presence of an 
AAA+ ATPase domain with relatively conserved Walker A 
and Walker B motifs, but no arginine finger or WH signa-
tures [15, 25, 27] (Fig. 1B). Like TbORC4, Tb7980 ATPase 
and DNA binding activities have not been assessed. Struc-
tural modelling of Tb3120 hints at homology with D. mela-
nogaster Orc2 [27], but this is mainly restricted to their C-
termini (where the WH domain of D. melanogaster Orc2 is 
present) [27] (Fig. 1B). Further alignment of Tb3120 with 
multiple Orc2 protein sequences revealed that Tb3120 con-
tains non-canonical Walker A and B motifs with characteris-
tic signatures of Orc2 proteins. These are, however, sepa-
rated by a large insertion (also observed in L. major and T. 
cruzi Tb3120 orthologues), suggesting that Tb3120 does not 
possess an intact AAA+ ATPase domain and is, therefore, 
unlikely to possess ATPase activity. In addition, Tb3120 and 
its orthologues in L. major and T. cruzi are considerably 
larger than model eukaryotes’ Orc2 subunits, and appear to 
have evolved a N-terminal extension with no detectable fea-

tures or predicted function [27]. Further experimental analy-
sis of Tb3120 will be essential to test whether this protein is 
the kinetoplastid equivalent of Orc2, and to better understand 
the functional implications of the sequence features high-
lighted above. 
 TbORC1/CDC6 [21], TbORC4, Tb3120 and Tb7980 all 
localise to the T. brucei nucleus throughout the cell cycle 
[27]. In striking contrast, TbORC1B localisation and expres-
sion is cell cycle dependent, with TbORC1B being detected 
only in the nucleus of cells in late G1 to late S or G2 phase 
[27]. Together with the rapid impairment of DNA replication 
and cell cycle progression upon depletion by RNAi [27], the 
available data suggest that TbORC1B might act as a positive 
regulator of DNA replication in T. brucei, rather than being a 
static member of the putative ORC-like complex. However, 
TbORC1B expression and localisation dynamics do not re-
semble any regulatory DNA replication factor described in 
other eukaryotes, including Cdc6. Indeed, TbORC1B’s lack 
of ATPase activity renders it an unlikely candidate to pro-
vide Cdc6 function, which acts by ATPase-dependent re-
modelling of ORC [51]. Thus, TbORC1B may represent a 
truly kinetoplastid-specific adaptation and it remains possi-
ble that T. brucei ORC-MCM interactions are archaeal-like 
in lacking Cdc6/Cdt1 mediation [54], consistent with 
TbORC1/CDC6 having been shown to be able to comple-
ment S. cerevisiae cdc6 temperature-sensitive mutants [21]. 
 Whether or not the emerging data on the putative ORC in 
kinetoplastids can provide potential targets for drug devel-
opment against these parasites remains to be seen [15, 16, 
55], but unexpected levels of divergence in a core compo-
nent of genome maintenance is emerging. It is intriguing to 
note that characterisation of the kinetoplastid kinetochore 
complex has also required protein interaction-based recovery 
of novel diverged components [56, 57], with an emerging 
picture of greatest variation in the subunits that interact with 
the genome [58]. Perhaps these parallel sets of studies hint 
that the unusual organisation of the kinetoplastid genome has 
necessitated widespread innovation in the protein factories 
that act in chromosome biology. 

3. DNA REPLICATION DYNAMICS IN Trypanosoma 
brucei AND Leishmania 

 In order to be completely and accurately duplicated 
within the S phase of the cell cycle, the large linear eukary-
otic genomes are replicated from many origins of replication 
distributed throughout their multiple chromosomes. In-
creased numbers of origins necessitated the evolution of 
DNA replication controls to ensure that the genome is dupli-
cated exactly once during the cell cycle, and that under-
replication and/or re-replication of parts of the genome is 
prevented. To this end, the process of eukaryotic DNA repli-
cation is divided into two non-overlapping phases: origin 
licensing and origin firing.  
 Origin licensing takes place from late mitosis to the end 
of G1 phase and consists of the loading of the replicative 
helicase (MCM2-7 double hexamers), in an inactive state, to 
every potential origin of replication in the genome, which are 
already demarcated by the binding of ORC [2-5]. During S 
phase, only a subset of origins is fired, not simultaneously 
but according to a DNA replication-timing programme [59], 
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by the recruitment of additional replication complexes to the 
potential origins, establishing bidirectional replication forks 
at sites distributed across the genome [2-5]. By licensing 
origins before entry in S phase, already replicated origins 
cannot be re-licensed during S or G2 phases of the cell cycle, 
thus avoiding re-replication and the risk of genomic instabil-
ity [2-5]. However, this implies that before entering S phase, 
the number of licensed origins must be sufficient to allow the 
complete replication of the genome, including in the event of 
replication stress from internal and external sources [1]. 
Therefore, the licensing of more origins than are needed to 
fire during S phase provides dormant origins that can be ac-
tivated as a failsafe to prevent under-replication of regions of 
the genome and, thus, ensure genomic integrity [60]. If not 
activated, the excess licensed origins are passively replicated 
by replication forks established at neighbouring origins. Ori-
gin usage in eukaryotes is, therefore, very flexible [4]. 
 With the exception of S. cerevisiae [61], eukaryotic ori-
gins of replication are not defined by specific DNA se-
quences. Instead, ORC-binding to origins and their later ac-
tivation during S phase seems to depend on the combination 
of an assortment of less defined markers [2, 4, 7, 62, 63], 
such as: sequence features, including AT-rich regions [53, 
64, 65] and CpG islands [66-71]; DNA topology, like G-
quadruplexes [71-76] and negatively supercoiled DNA [77]; 
chromatin structure and status, such as nucleosome-free 
chromatin [78-80] and DNase-sensitive sites [76]; histone 
modifications [76, 81-84]; transcription [85, 86], with re-
gions containing transcriptionally active genes being repli-
cated earlier [87, 88], and some origins found at promoters 
(including RNA Polymerase II-binding sites) [65, 68, 78]; 
and the positioning of origin DNA in the nuclear space [89-
92], with early fired origins localising to the nuclear interior, 
and late activated ones locating to the nuclear periphery. Due 
to their elusive characteristics, identification and mapping of 
origins of replication in any eukaryotic genome has not been 
straightforward. However, the development of high through-
put sequencing methodologies [93] has increased the avail-
ability of sequenced genomes and allowed the development 
of techniques to map and correlate processes genome-wide, 
including, amongst others, the chromatin landscape [94-97], 
gene expression [98-100], and DNA replication dynamics 
[63, 101] - including origin localisation and usage. Recent 
studies in kinetoplastids provide an example of how these 
developments rapidly improved our understanding of DNA 
replication in these parasites. Prior to genome sequencing, 
origin mapping relied upon evaluating the ability of genome 
sequences to enhance episome stability [102] or maintain 
stability of fragmented chromosomes [103], or on analysis of 
small T. brucei minichromosomes [104]. The availability of 
near wholly compiled genomes has, to date, provided a ge-
nome-wide view of replication in T. brucei and two 
Leishmania species. 
 The T. brucei [17] and L. major [18] genomes (~50-66 
Mbp, diploid) are organised in an unconventional architec-
ture: unlike most other eukaryotes, the genomes of these 
closely related parasites are structured into ~200 multi-gene 
clusters, each of which is transcribed from its own RNA po-
lymerase (Pol) II transcription start site [105-107]. Genome-
wide multigenic transcription means most of the genome is 
traversed by RNA Pol II and gene expression controls are 

mainly post-transcriptional [108, 109]. Moreover, the core 
genomes of these parasites are extensively syntenic [105], 
despite being organised in strikingly different numbers of 
chromosomes: 11 stably diploid megabase chromosomes in 
T. brucei [17], and 36 chromosomes of variable ploidy in L. 
major [18, 110, 111]. In T. brucei aneuploidy appears much 
less pervasive than in Leishmania, being limited to the subte-
lomeres of the megabase chromosomes and to mini- and 
intermediate chromosomes, all of which act as stores for 
VSG genes [112].  
 Genome-wide mapping of origins of replication was first 
performed in T. brucei [28] using deep sequencing marker 
frequency analysis (MFA-seq), also known as Sort-seq in 
yeast [113, 114]. Briefly, starting from an unsynchronised 
population, cells in S and G2 phase are isolated based on 
their DNA content by fluorescence activated cell sorting 
(FACS), and their DNA is then purified and sequenced. The 
resulting reads are mapped to the reference genome, allow-
ing the ratio between S (replicating) and G2 (non-
replicating) phases to be calculated. Representing the S/G2 
read depth ratios across the chromosomes (Fig. 2) reveals 
‘peaks’ that emanate from active origins, while “valleys” 
denote zones of replication termination [114], thus allowing 
assessment of origin location and strength genome-wide. In 
yeast, Sort-seq shows remarkably precise correlation with 
predicted sequence-conserved origins [113] and with recent 
replication mapping by Okazaki fragment sequencing (OK-
seq) [115]. MFA-seq in T. brucei insect stage form (procyc-
lic forms) cells in early-mid S phase [28] revealed that these 
parasites comply with the general principles of the eukary-
otic DNA replication dynamics model: multiple origins were 
mapped per chromosome; the number of origins per chromo-
some correlates with chromosome size; all origins overlap 
with a subset (~4.4%) of TbORC1/CDC6-binding sites; dif-
ferences in MFA-peak height suggest origins are activated at 
different times during S phase, with the earliest activated 
origins co-localising with mapped centromeres (chromo-
somes 1 to 8 [116]); and neither active origins nor 
TbORC1/CDC6-binding sites appear to be defined by spe-
cific sequences. Though MFA-seq cannot localise origins 
with great accuracy, all peaks centred on the so-called 
strand-switch regions (SSRs) that separate multi-gene tran-
scription units and contain transcription start (divergent 
SSRs) or end (convergent SSRs) locations, or both (head-to-
tail SSRs) [28]. In fact, evidence for DNA replication and 
transcription functionally intersecting could be seen after 
RNAi depletion of TbORC1/CDC6, which results in in-
creased transcript levels at the SSRs, suggesting 
TbORC1/CDC6 might contribute to the outlining of tran-
scription boundaries [28]. However, not all of the putative 
ORC-like components have been localised in the genome, 
the manner of ORC recruitment to DNA remains unclear, 
and MFA-seq could not map origin activity in the chromo-
some subtelomeres or in mini- and intermediate chromo-
somes. 
 Despite localisation of both origins and TbORC1/CDC6-
binding sites to SSRs, no common sequence elements have 
to date been identified, suggesting T. brucei origin demarca-
tion is dissimilar to yeast. Moreover, the number of detect-
able origins (42 MFA-seq peaks in the ~26 Mbp haploid 
genome) suggests an inter origin distance (IOD) of ~600 kbp,
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Fig. (2). Origins of replication in T. brucei and Leishmania. Origins of replication in T. brucei chromosome 8 (orange) and L. major chro-
mosome 36 (blue) mapped in early S phase cells by MFA-seq. The top track represents the gene coding sequences, and the graph below illus-
trates the read depth ratio between early S phase and G2 populations (y-axis), with each dot representing the median S/G2 ratio (y-axis) in 2.5 
kbp windows across the chromosome (x-axis); adapted from Marques et al., 2015. In the L. major panel, the vertical blue lines represent ori-
gins of replication mapped by SNS-seq; adapted from Lombraña et al., 2016. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 

which is considerably greater than the predicted IOD of ~42 
kbp in S. cerevisiae (based on ~280 Sort-seq peaks in a hap-
loid genome of ~12 Mbp) [114]. More recently, MFA-seq 
was used to map origins in early and late S phase T. brucei 
cells, in two different strains (TREU927 and Lister 427), and 
in the two culturable life cycle stages of the parasite (procyc-
lic and bloodstream forms) [43, 117]. In all these settings, 
essentially the same MFA-seq peaks are observed in the core 
genome, suggesting that origin location and usage is rela-
tively rigid, though what distinguishes an origin-active SSR 
from an origin-inactive SSR is unknown. However, one lo-
cus shows pronounced changes in replication usage depend-
ent on transcription activity: the single telomeric blood-
stream VSG expression site (BES) that is transcriptionally 
active in bloodstream form cells is replicated early, whereas 
the remaining ~15 silent BES replicate in late S phase; 
moreover, all VSG BES are late-replicating in procyclic cell 
forms, when transcription is suppressed at all the sites [117]. 
These data strengthen the link between T. brucei DNA repli-
cation and transcription, and suggest a potential exploitation 
of DNA replication to drive antigenic variation, a topic re-
cently reviewed elsewhere [118]. The wide spacing of T. 
brucei origins and pronounced rigidity in replication dynam-
ics across the chromosomes’ core may result from the para-
site’s odd genome organisation in well-defined multi-gene 
transcription units, meaning there is little flexibility in sites 
of replication initiation, as origins sited within the transcrip-
tion units could lead to catastrophic clashes between RNA 
Pol II and the replisome. Nevertheless, single molecule 
analysis of DNA replication in chromosome 1 suggests at 
least some SSRs might be activated after hydroxyurea-
induced replicative stress, and some replication might initiate 

from undefined subtelomeric sites [119]. Whether there is a 
genome-wide flexibility in origin usage under replicative 
stress or other conditions requires further investigation. 
 Given that T. brucei and Leishmania share an unconven-
tional genome architecture and possess high levels of gene 
synteny, it might be predicted that DNA replication dynam-
ics are comparable in the two parasites. However, MFA-seq 
in Leishmania insect stage cells (promastigotes) confounds 
this expectation (Fig. 2) [120]. MFA-seq has so far been per-
formed in two species of Leishmania, L. major (old world) 
and L. mexicana (new world), whose genomes are, respec-
tively, distributed into 36 and 34 chromosomes [121, 122] of 
variable ploidy [110]. Strikingly, in both Leishmania species, 
and in both early and late S cells, only one origin could be 
identified by MFA-seq per chromosome [120]. If confirmed, 
origin singularity in Leishmania is unprecedented in eu-
karyotes studied to date, as this was thought to be exclusive 
to the smaller genomes of bacteria and some archaea. L. 
mexicana chromosomes 8 and 20 are each syntenic not to 
one, but to two L. major chromosomes (29 plus 8, and 36 
plus 20, respectively) [110]. Despite this genome reorganisa-
tion, only one origin could be mapped to each L. mexicana 
chromosome, suggesting that a single origin per chromo-
some is retained in the face of pronounced chromosome rear-
rangements [120]. Additionally, all detected MFA-seq peaks 
have a similar height and width, suggesting that all origins 
are of similar strength/usage and that there is no replication 
timing programme in Leishmania [120]. Nonetheless, like in 
T. brucei, all detected origins overlap exclusively with SSRs 
and, remarkably, ~40% of the identified origins were con-
served in location in the two genomes [120]. Though such 
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conservation might indicate a commonality in kinetoplastid 
origins, no origin-defining sequence, motif or pattern could 
be identified [120]. Nonetheless, detailed analysis of SSRs 
with and without origin activity revealed that in Leishmania, 
but not in T. brucei, the distance between the two most 
proximal genes to the SSR was significantly larger in SSRs 
with origin activity than in non-origin active SSRs [120]. 
This difference even extended to the origin-active SSRs of L. 
major chromosomes 29 and 36 and their syntenic, but non-
origin active SSRs in L. mexicana chromosomes 8 and 20, 
respectively [120]. These data support the idea that in each 
Leishmania chromosome a specific SSR is associated with 
pronounced origin activity, though what causes this effect 
(e.g. the accumulation of specific factors) has not been in-
vestigated. One possibility is that, as in T. brucei, the 
Leishmania origin-active SSRs overlap with centromeres, 
but to date centromeres in Leishmania have not been suc-
cessfully mapped. Many of the Leishmania SSRs, which 
provide origins of equal strength, are conserved with SSRs 
that in T. brucei map as origins of variable strength [28, 
117], a change in function that also deserves further exami-
nation. 
 The MFA-seq prediction of a single origin in each 
Leishmania chromosome appears inadequate to explain 
complete genome replication. Estimations of a 3-4 hour S 
phase [123] and a ~2.5 kbp.min-1 DNA replication rate [124] 
suggest that while a single origin might be enough to drive 
the complete replication of the parasite’s smaller chromo-
somes (0.28-0.84 Mbp, ~66% of the genome), it is insuffi-
cient to fully replicate the larger ones (up to ~3.3 Mbp) 
[120]. How, then, Leishmania parasites completely replicate 
their genome is unclear. It is possible that less efficient or 
less frequently used origins might have escaped MFA-seq 
detection (detection threshold of ~25% of the activity of the 
mapped origins) [120]. However, because the detected ori-
gins in Leishmania and T. brucei localise exclusively to 
SSRs, one would predict that other origins would also local-
ise to SSRs. Chromosome 32, of ~1.6 Mbp, for instance, has 
only four SSRs and, therefore, only four potential origins, 
but only one displays an MFA-seq peak. Origin activity at 
the other SSRs, if based on stochastic firing in the popula-
tion, would therefore exceed the MFA-seq detection thresh-
old. These considerations suggest that other events, perhaps 
not used in T. brucei, may promote complete Leishmania 
genome replication (see below). Two more recent studies 
have investigated DNA replication in Leishmania using dif-
ferent approaches to MFA-seq and the conflicting results 
may provide clues to how genome replication occurs in these 
parasites [124, 125].  
 One study, using the highly sensitive mapping methodol-
ogy of short nascent leading strand purification coupled with 
sequencing (SNS-seq) [72] predicts ~5100 DNA replication 
initiation sites across the L. major genome (Fig. 2), with no 
preferential localisation at SSRs [125]. This prediction is 
>100 fold more than the origins mapped by MFA-seq and 
suggests one potential origin every other gene (~8300 total 
genes), meaning origins are found throughout the polycis-
tronic transcription units. The huge number of SNS-seq pre-
dicted origins may suggest the technique’s sensitivity identi-
fies origins used by only a few cells in the population, per-
haps indicating flexibility in origin usage across the cellular 

population, which contrasts with the rigidity in origin usage 
and timing in T. brucei [28, 117]. SNS-seq has not to date 
been applied to T. brucei, but if similar numbers of origins of 
replication were detected, it would represent 14-fold greater 
origins than TbORC1/CDC6-binding sites (~360) [28]. DNA 
fibre stretching analysis, in two independent studies [124, 
125], provides evidence that MFA-seq and SNS-seq respec-
tively underestimate and overestimate DNA replication ini-
tiation events in Leishmania. Both studies could detect 
molecules with >1 site of replication initiation, which can be 
extrapolated to IODs of ~60-300 kbp (with considerably 
greater variation than fibre analysis predicts in T. brucei) 
[119]. Such IODs are 10-30 fold greater than the potential 
IOD of ~6.5 kbp that SNS-seq predicts [125]. Moreover, 
further extrapolation from the fibre analysis predicts ~150-
400 origins, equalling or exceeding the number of mapped 
SSRs. It is currently impossible to correlate the Leishmania 
fibre data with MFA-seq, SNS-seq or genomic landmarks as 
the labelling is unable to localise replication sites within or 
between chromosomes, or indeed exclude that episomes 
have been examined. In contrast, fibre analysis linked to 
fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) in chromosome 1 
of T. brucei provides good correspondence with MFA-seq 
[119].  
 Can the apparent discord in current Leishmania replica-
tion data be explained? The above considerations suggest 
replication dynamics differ dramatically between T. brucei 
and Leishmania, despite the common use of SSRs as origins 
(as revealed by MFA-seq; Fig. 2). Though there are gaps in 
our understanding in both parasites (e.g. ORC1/CDC6-
binding sites have not been mapped in Leishmania; SNS-seq 
has not been applied to T. brucei), it is attractive to speculate 
that differing replication strategies are found in the two para-
sites and that these might explain their differing genome 
organisations (larger, stable chromosome in T. brucei and 
smaller, frequently aneuploid chromosomes in Leishmania). 
At least two hypotheses for differing replication dynamics 
might be considered.  
 First, it is possible that MFA-seq hugely underestimates 
the number of origins in the Leishmania genome and the 
single peaks observed in each chromosome arise from dense 
clustering of multiple initiation sites, as revealed by SNS-seq 
[125, 126]. This model suggests Leishmania adopts a repli-
cation strategy similar to metazoans [72, 74, 127], with do-
mains of early and late firing clusters of origins. This may be 
plausible, as SNS-seq has been widely used in metazoans but 
shows limited overlap with other established origin-mapping 
methods, such as ORC chromatin immunoprecipitation 
(ChIP-seq) or OK-seq mapping [128], and has an apparent 
bias towards CpG islands and G-quadruplex motifs [63]. 
However, if this model is correct, it is not clear why only a 
single, early-replicating origin cluster (MFA-seq peak) is 
seen per chromosome in Leishmania, whereas multiple puta-
tive clusters (MFA-seq peaks) are seen in each T. brucei 
chromosome. In addition, the model does not readily explain 
why the origins cluster so precisely around an SSR in each 
chromosome. In T. brucei, we know that SSRs are bound by 
ORC1/CDC6 and therefore the MFA-seq peaks, like similar 
analyses in yeast [113, 115], detect ORC-defined origins and 
not origin clusters [28]. In considering any such genome-
wide mapping approaches it is important to take account of 
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the very different genome sizes being examined in single-
celled eukaryotes relative to metazoans [59]. Finally, if all 
SNS-seq peaks represent replication initiation at a conven-
tional ORC-defined origin, then it is legitimate to ask how 
Leishmania (and perhaps T. brucei) copes with the likely 
pronounced impediment to efficient RNA Pol II progression 
through the multigene transcription units. Given all these 
questions, it is possible that DNA replication initiation in 
Leishmania does not rely on ORC, but on transcription-
associated events, as postulated by Lombraña et al. (2016), 
who showed that 87-90% of SNS-seq peaks localise to gene 
trans-splicing regions, suggesting they correlate with ge-
nomic regions where transcription is predicted to decelerate 
or stall. In contrast, <4% of SNS-seq peaks map to conver-
gent and head-to-tail SSRs, which correspond with ~81-85% 
of all transcription termination sites, and may be where 
ORC1/CDC6 localises (by analogy with T. brucei) [125].  
 A second hypothesis is that Leishmania uses a bi-modal 
DNA replication strategy. In this model, the MFA-seq peaks 
represent constitutive activation of a single ORC-bound ori-
gin, localised at an SSR, in each chromosome. These initia-
tion events are therefore comparable with the MFA-seq 
mapping in T. brucei, explaining origin location conserva-
tion [129]. The second arm of the bi-modal strategy, neces-
sary for complete duplication of the genome, is stochastic, 
with DNA replication being randomly initiated at ORC-
independent (thus “origin”-independent) sites throughout the 
chromosomes. What these putative origin-independent repli-
cation initiation events are is unclear, but two possibilities 
can be envisaged, both of which might explain the SNS-seq 
data. The first possibility was suggested by Lombraña et al. 
[125], with the SNS-seq peaks representing sites where the 
MCM helicase accumulates and recruits the replisome with-
out ORC [130]. An alternative, and more radical explana-
tion, is that stochastic, ORC-independent initiation of DNA 
replication relies on DNA recombination. This suggestion is 
also compatible with the SNS-seq data, since, similar to 
mouse and human cells, ~74% of the SNS-seq peaks ap-
peared to be significantly associated with G-quadruplex mo-
tifs [125], structures that can lead to DNA Pol slow 
down/stalling and, consequently, DNA damage [75]. In this 
model, ORC does not recruit the rest of the replisome, but 
instead recombination factors perform this role, such as dur-
ing break-induced replication [131, 132]. Recombination-
directed initiation of DNA replication, while unprecedented 
on such a scale, has the attraction of explaining the pervasive 
genome plasticity of Leishmania, including the role of re-
combination in the formation of genome-wide episomes 
[133-135]. Furthermore, recombination is needed to support 
continued replication in at least some polyploid archaea in 
which origins have been deleted [136]. Testing all these 
models will require genome-wide mapping of origins of rep-
lication in Leishmania using techniques other than MFA-seq 
and SNS-seq, allied to ChIP-seq mapping of key replication 
and recombination factors. In addition, it will be illuminating 
to ask if putative ORC-independent events are found in some 
circumstances in the T. brucei genome, and in other kineto-
plastids. 

CONCLUSION 

 Our understanding of DNA replication in kinetoplastids 
remains limited, but is growing. Most of our knowledge on 

this vital cellular process has been unravelled in the last ten 
years. In this period, we have moved from an archaeal-like 
model of the DNA replication initiator factor to a eukaryotic 
ORC-like complex, though a highly divergent one in which 
some subunits still remain to be identified or may be absent, 
and some appear to display pronounced sequence diver-
gence. Due to its divergence from model eukaryotic ORCs, 
further analysis of kinetoplastid ORC structure and the func-
tionality of the most diverged subunits, such as Tb3120, may 
illuminate ORC evolution and activity, as well as their po-
tential as targets for drug development.  
 Presently, the emerging data on DNA replication in 
Leishmania is confusing, but we envisage that the current 
discord will be reconciled in time. Nonetheless, it seems 
clear that the dynamics of origin usage, replication timing 
and potentially replication execution in Leishmania are dras-
tically different from T. brucei and other characterised mi-
crobial eukaryotes. Comparison of these two related kineto-
plastids, and analysis of further organisms in this eukaryotic 
tree grouping, may reveal fundamental features of the evolu-
tion of eukaryotic chromosome replication, while uncovering 
the processes that shape the biology of Leishmania.  
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